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F FIFA’s 2nd annual conference: rich in quality, content and delivery
Foundation of Independent Financial Advisors, FIFA, organized its 2nd Annual Conference with a difference on
Saturday, 12th March, 2016 at Hotel Sofitel, Bandra Kurla Complex, Mumbai, as a sequel to FIFA 1 st Annual
Conference on 15th March, 2015. The event was participated by Industry thought leaders and professionals as also
by Members of FIFA and IFA Associations who came all the way from various parts of the country.
The Conference commenced with The Lighting of the Lamp to invoke blessings of Knowledge Goddess Devi
Sarasvati. The Ceremony was performed by Mr. Shirish Dantkale, Ms. Sangeeta Jhaveri, Mr. Ajay Ladda, Mr.
Sadashiv Phene, Mr. Nimish Unadkat, Mr. Krunal Mehta and Mr. Bharat Bagla.

Mr. Dhruv Mehta, Chairman, FIFA delivered a comprehensive Welcome Address which set the tone for the day.
The event was moderated by Mr. Yogesh Sharma, Director, FIFA.
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The First half of the event showcased FIFA Members’ Success Story, rich in contents and exuberance, presented
by Mr. Mr. Ashish Chadha, Chadha Investment Consultant Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Abhenav Khettry, Vyana Advisory Pvt Ltd
and Mr. Ashish Modani, SLA Financial Solutions. And a riveting Drum Beat, where all participated as a Team with a
spirit of great abundance and joy beyond bounds. A real treat, all the way.

The second half of the event brought home a novel feature. A talk by Mr. S M Dutta, Former Chairman, Hindustan
Lever, on strategies adopted for rural penetration and the important role of distribution for market penetration.
Insightful with a royal touch full of wit and humor, classy all the way.
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Post his talk, we had a Panel Discussion to deliberate what lessons the MF industry can draw from the Lever
experience with Mr. Leo Puri, MD, UTI Asset Management Company, Mr. Sundeep Sikka, President and CEO,
Reliance Capital Asset Management Ltd and Mr. Hareshendu Bindal, CEO, Franklin Templeton Investments (India),
as panellist. Mr. Dhruv Mehta, Chairman, FIFA, participated as Moderator with great ease, grace and brilliance, to
the utter delight of Members and Guests present. All through with a focus on empowering Distribution mode and
pivotal role IFAs play to garner investments for growth and development of MF Industry in a proactive regulatory
environment for nation building in tandem with India Growth story.

This was followed at the end by a talk and presentation by Mr. Divyanshu Ganatra, Motivational Speaker, with a
heartfelt script, full of guts, will -power and sheer brilliance personified. A telling story of Mind Power Unlimited.
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FIFA Second Annual Conference, rich in quality, contents and delivery, was very well received and evoked quality
response all through the Day, much to the delight of Members and elite gathering.

The event was graced, beyond Members and Guest Invitees, by some of the distinguished CEOs who graced the
event were:
Mr.Chandresh Nigam,Axis Mutual Fund
Mr.Anthony Heredia, Baroda Pioneer Mutual Fund
Mr. Sharad Sharma, BNP Paribas Mutual Fund
Mr.Sandeep Dasgupta, BOI AXA Mutual Fund
Mr.Suresh Soni, Deutsche Mutual Fund
Mr.Vikaas Sachdeva,Edelweiss Mutual Fund
Mr. Harshendu Bindal, Franklin Templeton Mutual Fund
Mr.Kalpen Parekh, IDFC Mutual Fund
Mr.Kailash Kulkarni, L&T Mutual Fund
Mr.Saurabh Nanavati, Religare Invesco Mutual Fund
Mr. Sundeep Sikka, Reliance Mutual Fund
Mr. Sunil Subramaniam Sundaram Mutual Fund
Mr.R Ganesh,Tata Mutual Fund
Mr.Leo Puri UTI Mutual Fund
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Mr. Lovaii Navlakhi, Director, FIFA, proposed a hearty Vote of Thanks and presented Mementos to acknowledge
FIFA's thanks with a sense of gratitude for all the support received from one and all.
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Komal hoon, kamzor nahin
Ashish Modani, SLA Financial Solutions, Jaipur
On the occasion of International Women's Day on 8th March 2016, Ashish
Modani organized a first-of-its-kind event in Jaipur, where he brought
together on a single platform, successful women from diverse walks of
like, who shared their perspectives on why women shy away from taking
charge of their personal finances, and what needs to be done to correct
this situation
Ritu Mathur of Megriar Advisors set the tone with a beautiful poem
"Komal hoon, kamzor nahin", (translates loosely as "Delicate I am, but not
weak) which was followed by an engaging panel discussion that Ashish
moderated.
Read on as Ashish shares with us the proceedings of a unique, engaging
and thought-provoking event.
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If Life Is Rainbow, You Are Different Colors of It
If Life Is Dark, You Are the Hope of Light
Who is it? It is she - A Woman.
Women who apart from being a life giver is also a homemaker, care-taker and has excelled today in every field
whether being a journalist, doctor or an engineer. She manages to do series of tasks in one go whether it's her
household tasks or workplace tasks or both together. While shouldering these household or work responsibilities,
she still owes some responsibility to herself which is ensuring that her financial independence is not
compromised. While juggling between all this, one thing that is often overlooked by her is to manage her
personal finances.
So for the first time in Jaipur, SLA Financial Solutions along with SBI Mutual Fund organized an event 'wo-moneyia' on the occasion of International Women's Day i.e. 8th March 2016 for the modern day women to explore the
new age financial world. The event was aimed to address an issue i.e. "why women refrain from talking about
finances" and also to spread awareness amongst women to take charge of their finances.
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The event commenced with the talk of Mr. Ashish Modani, founder of SLA Financial Solutions who threw light on
what is financial management and how should you manage it. He even gave the 10-10-10 Rule of investing which
says if you need money after 10 days, keep it liquid based assets. If you need money after 10 months or more
than a year, keep it in debt based assets such fixed deposit or debt mutual funds and if you want money after 10
years, equities are the best bet.
After him Ritu Mathur, Co-founder of Megriar Advisor spoke about why is it important for a woman to take
charge of her finances. She even mentioned that women are great financial managers since ages but they still lack
in taking investing decisions. This is all due to lack of confidence in them and nothing else. She continued that in
today's era it is not only mandatory for women to manage finances but also to take control of their lives and
empower themselves.

She concluded with a beautiful poem:"Komal hu, kamjor nahi,
Bas ab mujhe apni takat se rubaru hona hai,
Ek aina hai samne mere,
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Usme khoyi hui mai ko dhundhna hai.
Milte hi laga lugi daaman se usse,
Aur kahugi
Tu akeli nahi,
Mai saath hu tere,
Tera jeevan kisi aur ke liye ho na ho,
Mere liye khaas hai,
Aa chal ab apne liye bhi jee le,
"Komal hu, Kamjor nahi"
Beautiful it was!

Next was the panel discussion which comprised of 4 women panelists viz. Nivedita Sarda, Founder - Vedanta Law
Chambers; Swati Souls - Internationally selling artist and a pioneer in biographic paintings; Archana Shekhawat Faculty at Jayshree Periwal International School; Ritu Sud Mathur - Founder Megriar Advisors wherein it was
discussed "why women refrain from talking about finances".
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After the discussion it was concluded that the women since beginning has been cultured to manage home, kids,
and groceries and thus it is incorporated in her mind that finance will looked after by the men. Hence we do not
see a lot of women coming forward and taking charge of their finances.
They also threw light on the challenges faced by women when she has to take charge of the finances after the
mishap or death of males of the family. Hence it was recommended that women should have a list of all bank
accounts, all the assets, passwords, emergency contact numbers that should be kept in a safe.
Next speaker was Swati Souls, an internationally selling artist and a pioneer in biographic paintings who shared
her story of dream and courage and encouraged the audience to follow their dreams and passion.
The event concluded with the speech of Munish Sabarwal, Vice-President and Zonal Head (North) SBI Mutual
Fund, where he thanked all the speakers and stated the importance of financial awareness and management
amongst women for the growth of women and the country.
He said "It's a famous saying which we at SBI strongly support and with all my heart believe in when you educate
a man, you educate a person; but when you educate a woman, you educate the entire family and generation".
The event was concluded by a vote of thanks and a message for the all the women out there which was "Break
free and let there be no stops".
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Happenings

PWC conducts Annual Global CEO Survey now in its 18th year. PWC Panels interviewed 1322 CEOs from 77
countries including India.
Survey Report: " A market place without boundaries? Responding to disruption."
We share with readers few excerpts in the back drop of emerging MF industry and Distribution dynamics.
Here it goes.


It is not simply economic fundamentals that worry CEOs. Over-regulation is cited by 78% as a major
concern.



The majority of CEOs believe that investments in digital technologies create value for business.



Increased competition and changes in customer behaviours are also seen as top three disruptive
forces.



Business leaders see Regulatory change as the number one disruptor within their industries over the
next five years .

See through Chart below and get flavour of changing market dynamics. Go easy to catch up with finer points.

Source : PWC's 18th Annual Global CEO Survey )
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Snippets
CORPORATE DOSSIER
‘The Future of Competition co-creating Unique Value with Customer’
by Prof. C.K.Prahalad and Venkat Ramaswamy, University of Michigan,Stephen Ross Business School, and Ann
Arbor,USA.
In this classic CKP and VR share new prospective on Value Creation- Part A.
A New Paradigm of Value Creation
Consumers have greater product variety today than ever, yet they are less satisfied. Top management has more
strategic options, yet they deliver less value. What do these paradoxes suggest about the future of competition? C
K Prahalad, co-author of the landmark bestseller Competing for the future, and Venkat Ramaswamy argue that
we are on the cusp of a very different world-one in which the distinct roles of firms and consumer coverage and
the sources of value creation change dramatically.
Prahalad and Ramaswamy show that the traditional, firm-centric view if value creation is being challenged by
active, connected, and informed consumers – coupled with the mingling of technologies and industries.
No longer dos value lie in products and services created by firms and delivered to customers. Increasingly, say the
authors, value is being jointly created by the consumer and the company. In this framework, consumer- company
interactions and personalised co-creation experiences-enabled by technical and social infrastructures – allow
each consumer to co-create unique value with a network of companies and consumer communities.
To complete effectively, CEO’s and senior managers must focus on building new strategic capital. This involves
enabling managers to enhance their effectiveness by experiencing the business as consumers do.
This provides crisp learning for Mutual Fund Industry, IFAs and Professionals alike how to create value that
outsmarts competition. We shall bring CKP in Part B of your next Newsletter. Prof. C.K.Prahalad has been a
distinguished most sought after speaker and has been a familiar persona during major events in India and
globally. CKP passed away in San Diego, California on 16th April 2010.
We invite Members to solicit new Membership and invite viewers to register as Members. For details and registration forms, please
visit FIFA Website: www.fifaindia.org
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FIFA welcomes its new members
March-16

M Type
Founder
Founder

Membership
F48
F49

Type
Indv
N.Indv

Name of Organisation/ IFA
Yes Investments
Sources Solutions India Pvt Ltd

Founder

F50

N.Indv

Sapient Wealth Advisors & Brokers Pvt
Ltd

Founder

F51

N.Indv

Founder

F52

N.Indv

Representative(s)
NAME
Nandu Dalvi
Sandeep Shah
Dr Manisha Shah

CITY
Thane
Thane

PUNE

Indus Capital

Amit Anand Bivalkar
Janak Dilip Shah
Sanjay M Sanghvi

Investor Shoppe Consultancy Pvt Ltd

Kishore Nagarmat

MUMBAI

Founder
Founder

F53

N.Indv

V Care Investment Services Pvt Ltd

Life
Life
Life
Life
Life
Life
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary

L18
L19
L20
L21
L22
L23
O206
O207
O208
O209
O210
O211
O212
O213
O214
O215

Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv
Indv

Paresh Shantilal Kariya
Bhavik Girish Dand
Hemant Tulsidas Khandhadia
Nayan Investments
Pankaj Raj Luthra
Cedrus Consultants Pvt. Ltd.
Tushar Gopani
Vitthal Rajaram Kanade
Evarist Jeremias Pereira
Rajchandra Haribhai Kothari
Vivek Vishwanath Khare
Chintan Champak Joshi
M/S Shirish V Shah
Pinnacle Advisors
Genex Investments
Rupiyaa.com
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Jaya Nagarmat
Piyush Desai
Mehul Bheda
Paresh Kariya
Bhavik Dand
Hemant Khandhadia
Nayan Saraiya
Pankaj Luthra
Nilesh Bajaj
Tushar Gopani
Vitthal Kanade
Evarist Pereira
Rajchandra Kothari
Vivek Khare
Chintan Joshi
Shirish Shah
Ankeet Deliwala
Pankaj Kapadia
Jignesh Shah

PUNE

MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
PUNE
Mumbai
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
PUNE
MUMBAI
MUMBAI
MUMBAI

